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News just in…

• There is real hope of a vaccine which could prevent 90% of people 

from getting Covid-19. It has been tested on 43,000 people with no 

reported safety issues. There is hope that emergency approval to use 

the vaccine could be in place by the end of the month.  There is still a 

long way to go before restrictions can be lifted.

• Edenred have been awarded ‘Best Covid Response Initiative’ at the 

GCVA Connect Special Awards, for delivering the free school meals 

scheme.  (I don’t know why you’re shouting, I can’t hear you! AP) 

• Robert Halfon, chair of the education select committee, has 

questioned the independence of the regulator Ofqual. He has accused 

it of “burying its head in the sand” with regard to the cancellation of 

exams in 2020. 
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Sports clubs

• The Youth Sports Trust has sought clarification on the provision of 

sports clubs after last week’s confusing announcements. 

• They claim that schools ‘should continue to provide extra-curricular 

sport as long as they can do so in a way which:

➢maintains the integrity of schools’ COVID 19 protocols such as their 

approach to bubbles, staffing and social distancing;

➢ is subject to appropriate risk assessment.

• They state that ‘where the guidance refers to supporting parents to 

work, there is no additional need for schools to prove that extra-

curricular clubs are helping parents to work or seek work.’
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https://www.youthsporttrust.org/news/government-guidance-extra-curricular-sport-during-lockdown


Sports clubs

• Inter-schools sports should not take place and clubs which bring 

groups together, who would not normally meet, should not take 

place. 

• They state that this interpretation of the full guidance has been 

approved by the DfE and the Department for Digital, Culture, Media 

and Sport.

(The actual wording of the actual guidance has not changed. AP.) 
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Information for parents

• On the 12th November, the DfE updated its guidance: ‘what parents and 

carers need to know about early years providers, schools and colleges in 

the autumn term’. 

• There is a new section at the start which outlines the national restrictions 

from the 5th November.  This essentially states that schools and child 

care services will be open. 

• It also repeats the public statement from Nick Gibb: 

‘Schools and colleges can and should also be continuing to offer before and 

after school activities for their pupils, to enable parents to work, seek work or 

to undertake education or training, and to provide respite care (for vulnerable 

children). You can continue to access this provision, as well as other out-of-

school activities, in these circumstances. This includes activities or clubs 

related to PE and sport, music, dance and drama.’
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/what-parents-and-carers-need-to-know-about-early-years-providers-schools-and-colleges-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak/what-parents-and-carers-need-to-know-about-early-years-providers-schools-and-colleges-in-the-autumn-term


Information for parents

• (As you can see, this repeats the guidance as originally stated yet, somehow, 

makes it sound like all clubs should go ahead. AP) 

• It informs parents that children who are clinically extremely vulnerable 

should not attend school and advises them to speak to GPs or specialists 

if they do not know what category their child is in. 

• There is a new section on face coverings stating that they should be 

worn by year 7 and above when moving around school, outside of the 

classroom. 

• The section on extra-curricula activities has also been updated: 

• This repeats the same advice verbatim and adds: schools will need to 

make sure any breakfast and after school activities can be delivered in 

line with the wider guidance on protective measures. 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/what-parents-and-carers-need-to-know-about-early-years-providers-schools-and-colleges-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak/what-parents-and-carers-need-to-know-about-early-years-providers-schools-and-colleges-in-the-autumn-term#extra-curricular-activities


Information for parents

• It goes onto state:

• During the period of national restrictions, independent providers of 

after-school, holiday clubs and other out-of-school activities for children, 

can also continue to operate. However, parents should only be 

accessing these providers for face-to-face provision where it is 

reasonably necessary for them to do so for:

➢childcare purposes, to enable them to work, search for work, or to undertake 

education or training;

➢ the purpose of respite care for a vulnerable child;

➢existing arrangements by home educating parents to ensure their child 

receives a suitable full-time education.
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School leadership support

• On the 9th November, the DfE published guidance called School 

leadership support. 

• They are offering time-limited, school-to-school support to help 

schools to overcome the challenges faced or exacerbated as a result 

of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.

• You can apply for help if:

➢have educational issues that have either been caused or exacerbated 

by coronavirus (COVID-19);

➢are facing operational challenges because of coronavirus (COVID-19) 

and would benefit from additional leadership capacity including help 

with your remote learning offer.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-leadership-support/school-leadership-support


School leadership support

• Support will be in the form of dedicated time made available to the 

school and, where appropriate, its MAT, for up to 5 days.

• This could include, but is not limited to: 

➢support or planning with remote learning;

➢how to use catch-up funding to address gaps in knowledge;

➢ lost leadership capacity due to coronavirus (COVID-19) circumstances.

• Schools can apply by contacting their Regional Schools 

Commissioner’s office.

• Schools can also contact the School improvement support team via 

email. 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/regional-schools-commissioners/about#who-we-are
mailto:school.improvement@education.gov.uk


Attendance
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• On the 10th November, the government site ‘explore education statistics’ 

published the attendance for up to 5th November:

➢ Over 99.6% of state-funded schools were open on 5th November. Almost all 

of the 0.3% closures were due to COVID-19 related reasons.

➢ 38% of secondary schools and 11% of primary schools had one or more 

pupils self-isolating. 8-9% of schools had more than 30 pupils self isolating. 

➢ DfE estimate 89.3% of state-funded schools were fully open on 5th

November. This means no groups isolating.

➢ 89% of pupils on roll in state-funded schools were in attendance on 5th

November. (Primary 92%, Secondary 87%). 

➢ Approximately 83% of all pupils with an EHCP on roll in all state-funded 

schools were in attendance on 5th November.

https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/attendance-in-education-and-early-years-settings-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak/2020-week-45


Education in the media

• The DfE’s blog (publicity arm) reported on Ofsted’s reports on the effects 

of lockdown. 

• This emphasises the need for children to be in school and really

emphases the positive actions taken, including: 

➢we made sure schools stayed open for the most vulnerable pupils and 

children of critical workers in the spring;

➢we worked hard to enable pupils in specific year groups to return to schools 

in June before the summer holidays;

➢ the need to keep schools open is also backed by the Chief Medical Officers 

of all four home nations who say the risk from missing school to pupils’ 

education and their wellbeing is greater than the risk posed by the virus. 

(There is then a video and data slide) 
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https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/


Education in the media

➢we launched a £1 billion Covid catch up package to directly tackle the 

impact of lost teaching time as a result of the pandemic, which 

headteachers and school leaders have the flexibility to decide how to spend 

in the best interests of their students;

➢schools have also been eligible to claim for costs incurred between March 

and July due to increased premises related costs associated with keeping 

schools open over the Easter and summer half term holidays.

• It goes on to say:

➢The Department has also announced a remote education support package, 

to help schools meet remote education expectations;

➢Our National Tutoring Programme is now live in schools, providing intensive 

support to the most disadvantaged children. The evidence shows high 

quality tutoring can make up as much as three to five months’ lost learning.
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Early years settings 
inspections

• On 12th November, Ofsted published new arrangements for 

inspecting nurseries and childminders. 

• This essentially means that providers graded less than good will be 

prioritised. 

• Once full routine early years inspections resume, all early years 

providers will be inspected in a 6-year window from the date of 

their last inspection.

• Ofsted will still aim to inspect all new childcare providers within 30 

months of registration where possible, childcare providers judged to 

require improvement will be inspected within a year and inadequate 

childcare provision will be inspected within 6 months.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-register-providers-inspection-requirements-for-ofsted


EYFS disapplications

• On the 10th of November, the DfE updated its guidance regarding 

the coronavirus disapplications for EYFS. 

• This makes clear that updated arrangements were put in place 

from 26th September 2020 until 31st August 2021 to allow providers 

to use the specific disapplications and modifications if any local or 

national government agreed coronavirus (COVID-19) restrictions 

impact their ability to deliver the EYSF. 

• This means that there must be government restrictions which 

prevent the delivery of EYFS not just an incidence of coronavirus in 

your setting.  
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2/early-years-foundation-stage-coronavirus-disapplications


EYFS disapplications

• As before, the specific parts of the EYFS that can be disapplied, 

including the learning and development requirements, the progress 

check at age 2 and requirements around staff qualifications and 

ratios can only be disapplied once ‘reasonable endeavours’ have 

been undertaken. 

• In terms of paediatric first aid qualifications ‘best endeavours must 

be undertaken’. So there is a greater requirement to try to achieve 

this. 

• The disapplications themselves have not changed and can be read 

in the links above. 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2/early-years-foundation-stage-coronavirus-disapplications#disapplications-for-the-early-years-foundation-stage-section-1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2/early-years-foundation-stage-coronavirus-disapplications#disapplications-for-the-early-years-foundation-stage-section-2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2/early-years-foundation-stage-coronavirus-disapplications#disapplications-for-the-early-years-foundation-stage-section-3


Governor and Trustee briefing 

A 1 ½ hour briefing ensuring that governors and trustees hear the 

latest about: 

➢ DfE announcements and advice;

➢ EFSA updates; 

➢ Funding; 

➢ Leadership;

➢ Inspection updates.

• Due to Covid restrictions, this will be a Zoom meeting this term on: 

➢ 1st December, 5:00pm until 6:30,  £70 (+VAT)

➢ 2nd  December, 5:00pm until 6:30,  £70 (+VAT)

• Contact Tracy to reserve a place on one of these dates. 

mailto:Tracy%20Davis%20%3ctracy.davis@drbignite.co.uk%3e

